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1.0 Mission Statement 
  
Project Imua (to move forward in Hawaiian) is a joint faculty-student enterprise 
consisting of multiple Community Colleges within the University of Hawai‘i Community 
College system.  For RockSat-X 2017, three campuses participated, including Honolulu, 
Kaua‘i and Windward Community Colleges. Project Imua is dedicated to designing, 
fabricating, and testing small payloads for launch into space. 

 
Project Imua’s mission is to encourage UHCC students to explore and enter STEM-based 
careers by engaging in team-oriented, problem-solving activities that emphasize the 
integration process involved in the design, fabrication, testing and documentation of 
launch-ready, space-bound payloads supporting scientific and/or engineering 
experiments. Project Imua also seeks to establish and assess the feasibility of a permanent 
coalition of UHCC campuses for the collaborative development of payloads to be 
launched by the Hawai‘i Space Flight Lab and other launch facilities. 
 
2.0 Mission Requirements and Description 
  
The first mission requirement was to engage students in STEM based activities and to 
provide UHCC students a challenging project-based mission in aerospace engineering 
that is adequately supported with scholarships and resources.  This is done with funding 
from the Hawaii Space Grant Consortium.   
 
The second mission requirement for Project Imua was to demonstrate proof-of-concept 
and in-flight operation of primary and secondary experiments.  Our primary experiments 
missions included the deployment of our sublimation rocket from the payload near 
apogee, as well as the capture of images of the sublimation rocket’s release from 
CarRoLL.  Our secondary experiments mission included the evaluation of a 9-axis 
motion tracking device, the storing of distance data of the sublimation rocket using a 
laser rangefinder, and the capture of images of the CarRoLL section after the sublimation 
rocket’s release by means of a lookback camera system mounted on ScubeR. 
 
3.0 Payload Design 
  
Payload design workflow included a series of testing plans for mechanical, electrical and 
software elements, which began in December 2016 and continued through August 2017. 
As testing milestones were reached, students moved on to the next design test after 
making improvements, adjustments or modifications as needed (figure 3.0.1). Workflow 
included acquisition of parts and assembly, individual subsystem testing, integration 
testing (figure 3.0.2), and environmental testing, which included mass (figure 3.0.3) and 
balance verification testing. 
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Figure 3.0.1  Mechanical, Electrical and Software elements testing plan workflow 
 
 

 
Figure 3.0.2  Functional Block Diagram of PrIMEAT payload 
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Table 3.0.3 Final weight budget.

 
 

 
Subsystems 
 
3.1 Mobius Camera System 
 
Two Mobius cameras were originally purchased as stock dash or drone camera systems. 
They came in aplastic clamshell factory housings.  To make the camera systems 
withstand the rigors of space and function the way we wanted, there were a few 
modifications done to factory cameras after the CoDR.  We had to remove the camera 
circuit boards and lenses from the original factory housing and placed into a housing 
suitable for flight conditions. The new housing needed to be both waterproof and heat 
resistant. 

 
First we took two factory original Mobius cameras apart and attached the circuit boards 
to perf boards (figure 3.1.1 left). The lens cables for each camera were also extended, so 
we could mount the lenses outside of the circuit board housing. These perf boards were 
then inserted into a small slotted metal box suitable for flight (figure 3.1.1 center).  One 
end cover of this housing had to be modified to allow cabling for both power and lens 
cables to exit housing (figure 3.1.1 right).  This process was complete by the PDR. 
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Figure 3.1.1 Stock camera circuit boards mounted to perf boards (left), placed in 
flight enclosure (center), and housing end plate modified for cabling (right) 
 
 
The Mobius camera system then went through several payload layout design changes 
after the PDR. The original plan was to use the same payload layout design used for 
RockSatX-2016. This older design had the complete camera system mounted behind 
ScubeR on the stepper motor v-channel frame (figure 3.1.2 left). Upon review, this 
design presented a challenge. The back lip of the v-channel design from RockSat-X 2016 
was not large enough for both the Mobius camera lenses, and circuit boards in their new 
housing. We will go into more detail about the v-channel later and why it was a bad idea 
to use the old v-channel design.  

 
For our next design revision in May 2017, we mounted the Mobius circuit board housing 
behind the v-channel frame on the deckplate, and moved the lenses below the crossbar of 
the payload (figure 3.1.2 right). For some time we thought this would work, however the 
laser range finder also had to be moved from the deckplate to the same crossbar. The total 
width of both these subsystems exceeded available space on the crossbar, and both 
subsystems would not fit. Another issue with this second payload layout design was the 
Hammond® box on left side of lenses was blocking the field of view of the cameras.  
 
To address this blocked FOV and insufficient width on crossbar for both lenses and range 
finder, in our June payload layout design we decided to mount the lenses on the front of 
the right Hammond® box, and place the smaller camera circuit board housing into the 
same Hammond®  box that the lenses had been mounted on (figure 3.1.3).  
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Figure 3.1.2 Location of Mobius camera subsystem lenses in January 2017 
design (left) and May 2017 design after FMSR (right) 

 

 
Figure 3.1.3 Final (flight) position of Mobius camera subsystem lenses by June 2017 
 
3.2 Rangefinder 
 
We purchased the Lightware SF02/F rangefinder, which is a lightweight module that 
provides fast and accurate distance measurements. The module comprises all the 
necessary optical and electronic components along with embedded software for a pulsed 
laser, time-off light, and distance-measuring instrument. 
 
The lightweight laser weighs 69 grams in total. SF02/F laser rangefinder module is an 
essential addition to any system that needs fast, accurate and reliable distance 
measurements. In our mission, we used a regulated 5 V DC for its power. The SF02/F 
includes analog, digital and serial interfaces that can be easily connected to an embedded 
controller or a standard processing platform such as Arduino® or Raspberry Pi®. Each 
interface on the SF02/F can be configured using a simple embedded software, Lightware, 
menu that is accessible through the built-in USB port.  
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The SF02/F works by measuring the time it takes for a very short flash of laser light to 
travel to an object and back again. The accuracy of the measurement is not affected by 
the color of the object’s surface or the angle of incidence of the laser beam to the 
surface. The SF02/F is virtually immune to background light, wind, noise and other 
environmental interference. The maximum measuring range of the SF02/F is 50 meters 
and readings are updated 32 times per second. There is an option to smooth the distance 
measurements if higher resolution is required or use the raw results if higher speed is 
needed. 
 
The detection angle of rangefinder is almost zero degree, which means it only picks up 
signals from objects that straight in front of the detection lens. We added a divergent 
lens to increase the range of angles to about fifteen degrees.    

 
Figure 3.2.1 Location of Range Finder subsystem positioning in January 
2017 (left) and May 2017 after FMSR (right) 

 

Figure 3.2.2  Final (flight) position of Range Finder subsystem by June 2017 
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3.3 ScubeR 
 
ScubeR (or the Super-Simple-Sublimation-Rocket, abbreviated S-cubed R) is a 3D 
printed rocket manufactured out of ABS plastic.  This design of ScubeR was created for 
last years launch and remade (with only the addition of a Ni-Chrome heating element and 
second Li-Po battery) this year for the 2017 launch.  It is made of 3 sections secured 
together with a styrene adhesive as well as a nut and bolt securement system.  ScubeR 
contained a battery housing section, a fuselage section, and a De Laval nozzle, as well as 
2 lithium polymer batteries and a Ni-Chrome wire.  On the nose of ScubeR was affixed 
the lookback camera nosecone (figure 3.3.1).  A metal V-channel guide was inserted 
below the ScubeR body to provide a straight course for ScubeR to take after release from 
the stepper drive thread.  
 
The primary concept behind ScubeR was to test naphthalene, which is the main 
ingredient in mothballs, as a micro thrusting, non-incendiary propellant. As the rocket 
moves out of the atmosphere the pressure begins to decrease rapidly, the naphthalene 
begins to sublimate, which means that it will transition straight from a solid state to a 
gaseous state, skipping the liquid phase.  As the material sublimates it increases in overall 
volume.  Using this principle, we created a De Laval nozzle in the fuselage of ScubeR to 
direct the expanding naphthalene gas out the rear end of the rocket body, and given the 
laws of physics, create an equal and opposite thrust forward. Through a previous launch 
last year, we determined that the sublimation rate could have been too low to detect, so 
hoping to increase the sublimation rate to a measurable level, we incorporated a Ni-
Chrome heating coil to increase the rate of sublimation during release.  
 

 
Figure 3.3.1 Location of ScubeR June 2017  
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Figure 3.3.2 3-D printed body of ScubeR with attached lookback camera nosecone 

 
 

 
 
 
3.4 Data Controller 
 
We used a Metro Mini 328 by Adafruit as the controller for the Data Controller. The 
Metro Mini 328 provided enough Flash Memory to hold the controller code and RAM to 
receive and process the data from the sensors to send its data to the Flight Computer and 
the rocket’s telemetry serial service. There are three sensors used on the Data Controller, 
those sensors are as listed: LIS3DH Digital Accelerometer, ADXL326 Analog 
Accelerometer, and the IMU Breakout - L3GD20H + LSM303 (Sensors listed are 
produced by Adafruit). The Rangefinder is connected to the Data Controller via one 
analog line to serve as sensor #4 (figure 3.4.1). An RS232 Shifter (Produced by 
SparkFun) is used to send data from the controller to the rocket’s telemetry serial service 
(Steam #2). The circuit board used for the Data Controller was user designed and 
manufactured by ExpressPCB. The Data Controller is not designed to store data, instead 
all data collected is sent to the Flight Computer so that will be stored on the MicroSD 
card and also be sent to the rocket telemetry serial service.  
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Figure 3.4.1 Functional Block Diagram of the Data Controller. 
 
In the next step towards finalizing the design of the Data Controller, we had to find a way 
to connect it to the Flight Computer from within its Hammond Box enclosure. It was 
decided that the Data Controller, Flight Computer, and Power Conditioning Board would 
be placed together into the same Hammond Box. A support structure was created to hold 
the three subsystems together. The Hammond Box Support Structure was created using 
three one-sided copper boards cut into three platforms and four support pillars using an 
Othermill by The Other Machine Company. Cut outs were made into the platforms to 
plug in USB cables from the Data Controller to the Flight Computer and wires condensed 
together to connect all of the pins from subsystem to subsystem (figure 3.4.2). After 
finalizing the Data Controller and the other two subsystems, they were placed together 
into the Hammond Box enclosure. 
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Figure 3.4.2 Hammond Box support structure (Left) and Data Controller board 
(Right). 
 

3.5 Flight Computer 
 

We decided to use a Raspberry Pi 2 Model B for our flight computer since it was a legacy 
item from past Imua projects and uses a latch instead of friction fit for the SD card slot. 
Its main function was to record serial data from the data controller, save imagery from the 
lookback camera, and operate the stepper motor (figure 3.5.1). In order to fit all of the 
electronics directly connected flight computer into the Hammond box, a deck structure 
was made with each subsystem on its own board. The flight computer was placed on top 
since it needed to be connected to components outside of the Hammond box such as the 
stepper motor, an antenna for the Wi-Fi module, and a debugging led that indicates the 
current status of the flight computer (figure 3.5.2). This also allowed for easier access to 
the MicroSD card when needed. 
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Figure 3.5.1: Hardware diagram showing the subsystems that communicate 
with the flight computer. 
 

 
Figure 3.5.2: The flight computer mounted to the top board in the Hammond 
box housing. 
 
 
3.6 Lookback Camera 

 
Figure 3.6.1 Components of dual camera lookback module mounted on front 

of 
ScubeR 
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The lookback camera was a battery operated dual camera module attached to ScubeR 
that was intended to send pictures of the CarRoLL back to an on-board Raspberry Pi via 
2.4GHz Wi-Fi for storage (figure 3.6.1).  While this was a legacy subsystem from last 
year’s launch, modifications were made to improve the performance.  The change to a 
Li-Po battery this year from the previous alkaline battery increased the efficiency of the 
camera system.  Also the board layout within the lookback camera was improved for 
better functionality. 

 
 

3.7 Power Conditioning Board 
 
For our power conditioning board we were required to translate the 32V from the rocket 
into usable 5V and 3.3V signal.  For this we decided on using (2) GE SHHD0C3A0A4Z 
5.0V DC-DC converters and (2) GE SHHD005A0F41Z 3.3V DC-DC converters soldered 
onto a custom designed and built printed circuit board.  For preliminary board testing we 
milled our custom boards using an Othermill CNC desktop router.  This proved much 
faster and more efficient during the time when we were altering the overall layout and 
design of the board.  For our final board layout we had our design sent out to an outside 
company for precision manufacturing (figure 3.7.1). 

Figure 
3.7.1 Power Conditioning board early design, final board layout and final 
manufactured board 
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4.0 Student Involvement 
   
Over the course of the project, seven students from three different University of Hawaii 
community college campuses were involved in the project (Table 4.1). Each student had 
a primary role and responsibility based on the student's respective subsystems and overall 
project success. 
 

Table 4.1  Student Involvement 
Student Name/Campus Major Role/Responsibility 

Onkar Nerurkar 
(HonCC) 

Information 
Security and 
Assurance (ISA) 

Lead student on project for 
HonCC. In charge of the 
development of the onboard 
Mobius camera system that took 
photos and videos of ScubeR.  

Syrus Valdivia (HonCC) Aeronautics 
Maintenance 

Primary role was to configure 
and build the Data Controller 
Subsystem for our Payload 
PrIMEAT to collect and send 
data to the flight computer. 

Xiao Hua Li (HonCC) Refrigeration & 
Air 
Conditioning 
Technology 

Primary role was to analyze 
various data controller sensor 
data transmitted by WFF  
telemetry downlink.    

Cale Mechler (WinCC) Physics Lead student for WinCC. Tasks 
included construction of the 
power conditioning board, and 
fabrication of sublimation rocket. 

Damien Apilando 
(WinCC) 

Physics In charge of programming the 
flight computer,  3d printing 
parts, and designing the overall 
payload layout. 

Pingyang Liu (WinCC) Biochemistry Primary role was to configure the 
rangefinder and analyze its data. 

Nicholas Herrmann 
(KauCC) 

Electronics 
Technology 

Design, build, and program the 
Lookback Camera module. 
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Figure 4.1 illustrates the overall organizational team structure. The Science PI/Project 
Manager (Ciotti), Hawaii Space Grant Consortium Executive Director (Nii), and PI/ 
Director of Hawaii Space Grant Consortium & Hawaii Space Flight Lab (Flynn) are at 
the top level.  Hawaii Space Grant Consortium was the funding source for the project. 
The team is further broken out by the UH Community College campus CO-I’s, and the IT 
and Documentation Specialist. Students and campus-specific mentors are listed under 
their respective campuses. 

 
Figure 4.1 Team Organizational Chart 
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5.0 Testing Results 
  
Testing for the launch took place at Windward CC and included open and closed bench 
tests, environmental testing which included a spin test and random shake test, as well as a 
center of balance test.  
 
Between 6 May thru 17 June 2017, students performed a total of 25 independent full 
mission simulation tests on our payload (Table 5.0.1). All of these tests began at GSE2 T-
180sec. Most continued through power off to student experiments at T+335 sec. The tests 
that were terminated prior to reaching T+335 sec were intentionally ended early to 
address problems encountered in those test runs. Some of these tests included all 
subsystems, and some tests were intentionally run with only a subset of all subsystems 
included. Eight of the 25 tests included all subsystems, and four of those eight tests were 
successful (Pass).  The four full system tests that did not pass were encountered early in 
the testing process, and corrections were made to the payload to address the causes for 
the subsystem failures. The four consecutive successful full mission tests were all at the 
end of this iterative process, and demonstrated to us that the payload was ready to be 
shipped to WFF for June Environmental Testing.  For more details on this series of tests, 
see appendix A. 
 
On May 13th, we ran two complete FMS tests, and compiled and analyzed our data from 
each of our telemetry pins, the data controller, flight computer, and Mobius camera SD 
cards. The tests were successful except for both Mobius cameras’ failure to collect 
images. Initial diagnosis suggests this may be due to power failing to transfer from the 5v 
DC-DC converter on the Power Conditioning Board to the Mobius video/photo PCB’s. 
This problem with power was corrected for subsequent tests. 
 
 
Table 5.0.1  Summary of Full Mission Simulation testing 3 May thru 17 June. 
Columns include FMS test date, subsystems tested, pass of fail for subsystems 
tested, and brief comments  
 
FMS Test Date Subsystems Tested Pass/Fail Comments 

5/6/2017 No Lookback Pass pass for systems tested 

5/6/2017 No Lookback Pass pass for systems tested 

5/13/2017 No Lookback Fail error in power to telemetry simulator 

5/13/2017 No Lookback Fail error in power  to Mobius cameras 

5/16/2017 Unknown Unknown 
records for test incomplete 
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5/20/2017 All Fail Wi-Fi not recognized by flight computer 

5/27/2017 All Fail 
faulty USB cable from  data controller  to 
flight computer 

5/27/2017 Ended early N/A stepper motor power line not connected 

5/27/2017 Ended early N/A data line for rangefinder not connected 

5/27/2017 All Fail 
loose power wire to cameras and flight 
computer 

5/27/2017 All Fail pass for all systems except Mobius 

6/3/2017 Ended early N/A serial line disconnected 

6/3/2017 Ended early N/A debug on remote serial line 

6/3/2017 Ended early N/A late with remote serial initiation 

6/3/2017 Ended early N/A possible loose wire debug 

6/3/2017 Unknown Unknown records for test incomplete 

6/3/2017 Unknown Unknown records for test incomplete 

6/6/2017 Unknown Fail manual false start 

6/6/2017 All Pass all subsystems pass 

6/6/2017 All Pass all subsystems pass 

6/6/2017 All Pass all subsystems pass 

6/6/2017 All Pass all subsystems pass 

6/10/2017 No Lookback Pass pass for subsystems tested 

6/13/2017 No Lookback Unknown 
Mobius data not confirmed (assume 
passed) 

6/17/2017 Unknown Unknown records for test incomplete- false start 
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5.1 ScubeR 
 

Tests of ScubeR throughout the testing phase were all as successful as could be 
expected without the absence of gravity.  During each test ScubeR was successfully 
launched off of the stepper motor drive thread as intended (Figure 5.1.1).    

 

 
Figure 5.1.1 Successful release of ScubeR from stepper motor shaft 

 
 
 
 

 
 
5.2 Flight Computer 
  

The Flight Computer was programmed to manage several timing events that controlled 
when certain subsystems would turn on throughout the duration of the mission as well as 
record data and save imagery. The flight code was tested and verified by running the code 
using a stopwatch to ensure the accuracy of the triggered events. The flight computer has 
direct communications with the data controller, stepper motor, and a Wi-Fi connection 
the look back cameras (figure 5.2.1). Each connection was test individually and compiled 
together into the final code with successful data recording and communication. 
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Figure 5.2.1: Software diagram for the flight computers’ mission code. 

 
 

 
 
5.3 Laser Rangefinder  
 

The laser rangefinder was programmed to record the distance that ScubeR travels from 
the CarRoLL. Testing results of rangefinder data were of sufficient accuracy and quality 
to use for post-flight thrust calculations. The range finder's ability to power up from 
external power supply was successful. The rangefinder successfully recorded, stored, and 
sent the data to our simulated telemetry downlink.  

 
 
5.4 Power Conditioning Board (PCB) 
 

The power conditioning board (PCB for short) was responsible for translating the 32V 
distributed from the rocket to the appropriate 5V and 3.3V voltages we required to 
operate the subsystems of our payload.  This was done by integrating 4 GE DC-DC 
converters, (2) 5V and (2) 3.3V, to a specifically designed and fabricated printed circuit 
board.  (1) 5V and (1) 3.3V converter were connected to the GSE-2 line of the rocket for 
pre-launch power supply and was activated at T-180 seconds.  These two converters 
supplied power to the flight computer as well as power to the H-bridge and stepper motor 
of ScubeR.  The other (1) 5V and (1) 3.3V converter were connected to the TE-2 line 
which was provide power at T+.01 seconds and provided power to the Mobius camera 
system, laser rangefinder and signal to the flight computer to begin the script for the 
stepper motor and eventually the release of ScubeR.  
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Testing of the power conditioning board began with breadboarding the DC-DC 
converters using jumper wires to ensure that each converter was working appropriately 
(figure 5.4.1 left).  Next multiple preliminary board schematics and layouts were created 
using Eagle design software to discover the most efficient design for the final board..  
These boards were built using WinCC Othermill CNC desktop router.  Final designs for 
the flight-ready power conditioning board were sent out to an outside company for 
manufacturing and later integrated into the Hammond box with the other subsystems 
various boards (figure 5.4.1 right). 

 
Figure 5.4.1 Power Conditioning Board from Prototyping (left) through Final 
Design (right) 

 
5.5 Mobius Camera System 

 
Testing of the time-lapse photos and video from Mobius camera subsystem confirmed 
both sets of imagery were of sufficient resolution and quality to use for post-flight thrust 
calculations (figure 5.5.1). The onboard camera system’s ability to power up from 
external power supply and interface board in open bench testing (i.e. 5.0VDC @ ~0.87A) 
were successful. The cameras successfully capture and store still photos every 2 seconds 
and a five-minute video clip to MicroSD card on camera circuit boards. 
 

 
Figure 5.5.1 Testing of the Mobius Camera System. Showing ScubeR being released 

from the stepper motor screw. 
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5.6 Data Controller  
 

The Data Controller was tested extensively at Honolulu Community College before the 
full mission simulations were done at Windward Community College. Each test was 
performed with Data Controller being powered from the Metro Mini 328’s USB interface 
and capturing the data stream outputs to files on computers connected to either data 
stream #2 and/or data stream #1. After the full mission simulation testing, the Data 
Controller was placed within its Hammond Box Structure (Figure 5.6.1 left) along with 
the Flight Computer and Power Conditioning Board into the Hammond Box.  
 
After the subsystems were placed into the Hammond Box we tested to see if there would 
be any connectivity within the box. We used a laptop computer connected to data stream 
#2 to verify that the data controller was successfully sending data from within the 
Hammond box. Afterwards, the Data Controller was left secured in the Hammond box. 
 

 
Figure 5.6.1 Data Controller within its Hammond Box support structure along with the Flight 
Computer and Power Conditioning Board (left). Hammond Box attached onto Payload (right). 

 
5.7 Telemetry Data  
 

During testing we created a system that would emulate analog data collector from 
Wallops by telemetry downlink. Figure 5.7.1 shows how PITS-A has been connected in 
lab conditions. The PITS-A subsystem includes an Arduino Uno that is set to receive 
analog data. Figure 5.7.2 shows raw voltages from analog sensors collected during this 
testing phase. The telemetry emulator runs when main power is on. The analog data 
display as changing voltage on each wire, and wires representing each terminal that 
connects to emulator input. The emulator records data as voltage level that have 10 bit 
ADC resolution in about 50 times per second; but Wallops telemetry records data that has 
16 bit ADC resolution in about 1000 times per second. 
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Figure 5.7.1 Picture of collecting data in test condition  

 

 
Figure 5.7.2 Graphs of each analog input from PITS-A using raw voltage 
data collected in test Mode. 
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5.8 Lookback Camera  
 

The module was functional and was able to send still images to the flight computer after 
booting on ScubeR's release. Some of the images that were captured became corrupted 
(Figure 6.8.2). We believe this was either due to interference in the USB cable, or low 
bandwidth in the USB interface on the dual camera module that was used. This imagery 
quality issue was addressed and corrected for subsequent testing. 

 

 
Figure 5.8.1 Images captured by the lookback cameras with an example of a 

corrupted image in the right. 
 

6.0 Mission Results 
To insure the payload functioned correctly and data for overall mission results were 
collected successfully, students at WFF in August had a specific series of procedures 
which were followed before the payload was integrated into the CarRoLL, and after 
CarRoLL was recovered and disintegrated.  This included Protocol for Handling 

PrIMEAT 
before and after the launch in August 2017.  These pre/post launch procedures insured 
correct handling and evaluation of payload function from arrival at WFF for GSE 
checkout through post-launch data recovery, storage and backup (Appendix B). 
 
Specific Remove Before Flight protocol were also followed, and steps were verified by 
UHCC students and mentor before final integration into CarRoLL. Students attached the 
battery connections for the dual lookback camera and heating element on ScubeR, and 
removed the string depressing the mechanical inhibit switch which activates  these two 
components.  While depressing the mechanical inhibit switch by hand, the wax barrier to 
the chamber containing the Naphthalene was penetrated. ScubeR was immediately loaded 
onto the stepper thread drive by turning stepper thread backwards with a screwdriver.  
Once ScubeR was backed up completely flush against the stepper motor brace, the 
mechanical inhibit switch was inspected to confirm it was in the closed position.  The 
payload was then integrated into the CarRoLL for pending launch (Appendix C).   
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6.1 ScubeR 
  
At apogee ScubeR was designed to be released off a stepper motor drive thread with an 
initial velocity so as to not interfere with the CarRoLL or other experiments on board.  
Unfortunately during the release of ScubeR, not everything went as planned. The drive 
thread that was in place to give ScubeR an initial velocity ended up torquing ScubeR at 
the last moment of connection, causing a rotation in the trajectory (figure 6.5.1).  This 
rotation made it more difficult to analyze and record the rate of acceleration using the 
camera system and laser rangefinder.  Although exact measurements of the acceleration 
were not as specific as we wanted, our data shows an overall acceleration throughout the 
video capture of ScubeR’s launch (figure 6.5.3).  Overall, our analyzed data showed a 
proof of concept that naphthalene could be used as an ultra low-pressure micro-thrusting 
material. 

 
 
 

Figure 6.1.1 Images of ScubeR in pre-finalized configuration (left) and 
final configuration (right) 

 
 

6.2 Flight Computer 
 
The data were successfully recorded from the data controller, and the code operating the 
stepper motor was able to hold ScubeR during ascent, and then launch ScubeR at apogee.  
However, due to the loosely secured stepper motor, ScubeR was released with an angular 
velocity about all axes. This made visual analysis of the thrust of ScubeR more difficult 
and the distance measurements from the rangefinder less useful due to its limited field of 
view. All recorded data on the flight computer were fully recovered after the mission 
with little to no corruption. Based on the logs (Appendix E), all events were triggered 
with the proper timings. 
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6.3 Laser Range Finder 
 
The rangefinder worked during the flight and recorded data. Since the actual trajectory of 
ScubeR was not a relatively straight line as we expected, and due to the limitation of the 
detection angle range of rangefinder, most of the flight data recorded by rangefinder do 
not accurately reflect the distance ScubeR traveled from CarRoLL. Among the data 
collected by rangefinder, we estimated that there was a time period of about 3 seconds, 
elapsed time 267th second to 270th second, during which the rangefinder captured the 
signal reflected back from ScubeR (Table 6.3.1). We graphed the data (Figure 6.3.1) and 
observed that the converted distance fluctuated with time, but overall the distance 
increased over the time period. This indicated that the signals reflected back from ScubeR 
to rangefinder were not from the same reference point, which means that the trajectory of 
ScubeR was not linear, but rotating-- further confirmed by the video and pictures taken 
by the Mobius camera. The trendline of the data was calculated to be y = 0.469x+61.119, 
r^2=0.0117. The slope of the trend line 0.469 is the proposed speed of ScubeR, 0.469 cm 
per second.  As evidenced in ScubeR flight imagery, the rangefinder subsystem of 
ScubeR worked and thus it recorded the data.  However, due to the unexpected and 
deviated flight trajectory, the position of ScubeR, once it moved into the space, could not 
be detected by the rangefinder most of the time. The rangefinder flight data reflecting 
from ScubeR could be the detection of some particles in space. This is unlikely as there 
were no particles observed in the video. Assuming that the data were obtained from 
ScubeR, the accuracy is compromised by the fact that the detection point was changing 
the whole time as ScubeR was rotating. 
  

Table 6.3.1: Flight data recorded by rangefinder that might be from the 
detection of 

ScubeR. 
 

elapsed time S4-A0 V-S4 Time lapse from start (s) Distance(cm) 

267.207 10 0.0488 0 48.8 

267.295 7 0.0342 0.088 34.2 

267.382 30 0.1465 0.175 146.5 

267.471 19 0.0928 0.264 92.8 

267.561 11 0.0537 0.354 53.7 

267.651 0 0 0.444 0 

267.739 9 0.0439 0.532 43.9 

267.827 10 0.0488 0.62 48.8 
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267.915 18 0.0879 0.708 87.9 

268.003 8 0.0391 0.796 39.1 

268.092 16 0.0781 0.885 78.1 

268.179 0 0 0.972 0 

268.267 25 0.1221 1.06 122.1 

268.353 24 0.1172 1.146 117.2 

268.442 8 0.0391 1.235 39.1 

268.531 13 0.0635 1.324 63.5 

268.62 15 0.0732 1.413 73.2 

268.708 18 0.0879 1.501 87.9 

268.797 27 0.1318 1.59 131.8 

268.886 15 0.0732 1.679 73.2 

268.974 7 0.0342 1.767 34.2 

269.061 25 0.1221 1.854 122.1 

269.149 0 0 1.942 0 

269.236 13 0.0635 2.029 63.5 

269.324 6 0.0293 2.117 29.3 

269.411 20 0.0977 2.204 97.7 

269.499 23 0.1123 2.292 112.3 

269.587 9 0.0439 2.38 43.9 

269.674 26 0.127 2.467 127 

269.762 15 0.0732 2.555 73.2 

269.849 19 0.0928 2.642 92.8 

269.936 16 0.0781 2.729 78.1 

270.024 16 0.0781 2.817 78.1 

270.113 11 0.0537 2.906 53.7 

270.201 16 0.0781 2.994 78.1 

270.289 12 0.0586 3.082 58.6 
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Figure 6.3.1: Proposed relationship between distance of ScubeR over a three-second 

time interval. 
 
 
 
 

 
6.4 Power Conditioning Board (PCB)  
During the launch, the power conditioning board functioned as expected and supplied 
power to each of the required subsystems. 
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6.5 Mobius Camera System 
The time-lapse photos in figure 6.5.1 were taken by the onboard Mobius camera system 
during the first 25 seconds of ScubeR’s release at apogee.  The consecutive photos show 
the tumbling of ScubeR. The camera system was successful in capturing imagery of 
ScubeR.  
 

 
 

 
Figure 6.5.1 Imagery of ScubeR In Space  

 
The Mobius camera system was designed for camera #1 to take time-lapse photos every 
two seconds during release at apogee and camera #2 to collects one five-minute video 
clip during ScubeR’s release at apogee. The video, at 30 frames per second, allowed us 
to estimate the unexpected pitch, roll and yaw of the tumble. 

 
Students projected consecutive time-lapse photos of ScubeR’s release from CarRoLL on 
a large screen and took measurements of the diameter of ScubeR near its center of mass 
in consecutive photos (figure 6.5.2).  These measurements were used to calculate the 
distance ScubeR had traveled away from the CarRoLL over time. 
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Figure 6.5.2 Measuring ScubeR from its Center of Mass  

 
Based on measurements from the projected imagery, students hoped to evaluate and 
quantify any thrust provided by Naphthalene sublimation. The Y-axis of figure 6.5.3 is 
the distance that ScubeR has traveled from the CarRoLL since release at apogee, and the 
X-axis is time since release of ScubeR. The straight red line is a reference distance based 
on ScubeR’s speed of release by the stepper motor only, with no sublimation thrust. The 
curvy blue line shows the calculated distance vs. time as determined by using the imagery 
from the onboard photo camera system, and includes any thrust provided by sublimation. 

 

 
Figure 6.5.3  Distance in cm on Y-axis vs. Time in seconds since ScubeR’s 

Deployment on X-axis 
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In Figure 6.5.4 the data shows the tumbling anomaly. As the black line with X in circle 
rises over time, the mini rocket is both pointing away and moving away from the 
CarRoLL. We think this increased rate is due to thrust provided by the naphthalene 
propellant. When the slope of the line decreases over time, ScubeR is pointing back at the 
CarRoLL, and is moving towards the CarRoLL.  We suggest this is due to sublimation 
thrust. In the time intervals between 115-118 seconds and 132-138 seconds ScubeR is 
actually getting closer to the CarRoLL at a greater rate than earlier in deployment.  The 
increase of thrust over time could be related to the time it took for the heating element to 
warm up. 
 
 

 
Figure 6.5.4 ScubeR’s Trajectory Over Time 
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6.6 Data Controller  
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Figure 6.6.1 Graphs of data collected from each of the Data Controller’s 
accelerometers from the PrIMEAT mission launch during Flight Mode.  Sensor #1 
and #2 were in the range of -16g to +16g while Sensor #3 were in the range of -2g to 
+2g. 

 
The Data controller has four sensors; the digital accelerometer, the analog accelerometer, 
the IMU, and the rangefinder. The Data Controller successfully collected all data from all 
of its sensors during the PrIMEAT Mission Launch until power to student experiments 
was cut off. The data stream went through without any unexpected reboots or sensor 
failures. 
 
The Data Controller powered on and started collecting data at GSE-2 (T-180). The 
Digital Accelerometer (Sensor #1), Analog Accelerometer (Sensor #2), The IMU sensor 
(Sensor #3) successfully collected accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer data. The 
rangefinder (Sensor #4) data were also successfully collected however the results were 
not as expected due to the rangefinder not detecting ScubeR because it went out of its 
range’s field of view. As a result the data collected from the rangefinder could not be 
effectively analyzed. Data collected between GSE-2 and before 124.169 seconds were 
collected in the Pre-Flight Mode which sampled the sensors at 2 times a second, then at 
124.169 seconds after GSE-2 the Data Controller switched to the Flight Mode which 
sampled the sensors at around 11 times a second.  The data graphs shown in Figure 6.6.1 
only show the raw data we collected in its Flight Mode state. All data collected by the 
Data Controller was successfully sent to the Flight Computer and the rocket’s telemetry 
serial service. 
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6.7 Telemetry Data 
 
  The UHCC Project Imua team did not receive real time telemetry data from NASA in 
time to include in this report. It its place, students used previous PITS-A test data to 
summarize what telemetry results should have been if launch telemetry data had been 
provided. Project Imua Telemetry Simulator (PITS-A) can simulate data collector. 
Telemetry is a set of connections that allow us to remotely communicate with our 
onboard system in real time. The onboard data controller (Kolea05) will send each 
sensor’s raw data to the rocket’s telemetry serial service and the analog accelerometer to 
the rocket’s telemetry analog service. The data will be saved by NASA ground station. 
Post-flight, we will compare ground station telemetry data against onboard SD card 
collection if the CarRoLL is recovered. However, the telemetry data serve as an 
independent backup if the CarRoLL is not recovered post flight. 

 
Figure 6.7.1 Graphs of each analog input from PITS-A using raw data collected in 
test Mode. 
 
 
 
The Figure 6.7.1 Graph shows how the analog accelerometer and range finder react in 
lab conditions. Figure 6.7.2 is what we expected to receive from telemetry downlink. 
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Figure 6.7.2 Graphs of PrIMEAT onboard computer data 
 
 
 

 
6.8 Lookback Camera 

 
Since the lookback camera Wi-Fi had to be disabled for this mission, we were unable to 
capture and store any imagery to the flight computer that this subsystem could have 
provided.  
 
 
7.0 Conclusions 
 
7.1 ScubeR 
 
While the sublimation of the naphthalene appears to have worked, we have come to 
realize that perhaps our way of guiding and restricting unwanted movement of ScubeR 
could be improved to limit the amount of extraneous motion due to either the drive thread 
or unforeseen forces.  We also see the use of the Ni-Chrome wire as a success in the fact 
that theoretically it led to an increased rate of sublimation in ScubeR, although we do not 
have previous data to confirm this. 
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7.2 Flight Computer 
 
The flight computer had operated as designed and all events had triggered with the 
expected timings. The data that were recovered from the serial stream of the data 
controller were sufficient for analyzing the rocket's motion and confirm the expected 
duration of the rangefinder visibility of ScubeR. Imagery from the lookback cameras was 
not saved since the wife module had been disconnected for the duration of the flight. 
 

 
7.3 Laser Rangefinder  
 
As we can see from the flight, the rangefinder, the subsystem of ScubeR, worked and 
thus it recorded the data; however, due to the unexpected and deviated flight trajectory, 
the position of ScubeR, once it moved into the space, could not be detected by the 
rangefinder most of the time.  

 
7.4 Power Conditioning Board (PCB) 

 
The power conditioning board operated as designed and was successful in converting the 
32V input from the rocket to an appropriate 5V and 3.3V outputs to each of the 
subsystems. 

 
7.5 Mobius Camera System 
  
The Mobius Camera System performed well and did what it was designed to do. It took 
phenomenal photos and video of ScubeR as shown in testing and result of this report. The 
data collected from the photo camera were not expected. We initially thought the imagery 
would show ScubeR accelerating forward, showing the object pick up a small amount of 
speed attributed to thrust from the sublimation of the naphthalene, however this was not 
the case. 
 
An unexpected anomaly occurred upon release of ScubeR. The screw attached on 
ScubeR that connected to the drive thread of the stepper motor got slightly bound on the 
threads of the barrel and as it released from the end of the thread, created a slight torquing 
that projected ScubeR off with an initial rotation, subsequently causing ScubeR to clip 
the V-channel on release, increasing the rotation. We believe this is what caused ScubeR 
to spin and once the object was in motion there was no way to stop or control its 
movement.       
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7.6 Data Controller  
 
The Data Controller (Kolea05) worked just as it was designed to do and fulfilled its 
purpose in collecting data from all 3 of its motion sensors. The data collected was sent to 
the Flight Computer with no loss in the data stream and without any major anomalies in 
the readings. However, data collected from the rangefinder were not up to expectations as 
ScubeR went mostly out of its field of view, thus making range measurements mostly 
useless. This is associated with ScubeR’s release and the range finder's field of view, and 
not the Data Controller. Overall the Data Controller performed all of its expected 
programmed functions. 

 
 
 
7.7 Telemetry Data  
 
Since the Project Imua team did not receive real time telemetry data from NASA on time, 
all telemetry data for this report are based on predictions. We did not have hard evidence 
that suggested that the analog data matched the results from the onboard computer. Also  
we cannot technically prove the telemetry downlink was working. Therefore, we are not 
sure the telemetry operated in this mission; and we hope this problem will be solved in 
next mission. 

 
 
 
7.8 Lookback Camera  
 
It was realized at GSE checkout in August that the on-board Raspberry Pi, which was 
starting at T=-180, was also starting its Wi-Fi interface at this time, violating the policy 
of no RF on the launch pad. With very little time left it was decided to remove the Wi-Fi 
interface from the Raspberry Pi computer by removing its USB connection, thus no 
pictures were received from the dual camera module on ScubeR.  In preflight testing, 
these images were successfully collected and transmitted back from ScubeR to the flight 
computer. Therefore the lookback camera subsystem functioned successfully during 
testing.  There is no reason to believe it was not successful at collecting these images 
during flight. The imagery, however, was not successfully transmitted back to the flight 
computer.  This “failure” was not associated with the lookback camera subsystem, but 
was a failure in communication between team members as to the policy of no active Wi-
Fi on the launch pad. 
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8.0 Potential Follow-on Work 
  
We consider the mission to be a partial success. We were able to obtain evidence of a 
thrust acting upon ScubeR, although an estimated magnitude of the thrust could not be 
obtained with acceptable error values. The project may be worth revisiting again in 
conjunction with other future experiments in order to obtain the specific impulse for 
naphthalene as a propellant. We could improve our experiment by better optimizing the 
payloads layout. Although the rangefinders’ position was serviceable, better 
measurements could have been made if it were placed directly behind ScubeR.  An 
improvement that could be made to the flight computer would be to add an external 
mission cancel trigger to allow for software modifications through an ssh connection 
without disassembling the payload.  
 
 
 
 
9.0 Benefits to the Scientific Community 
  
The RockSat-X program benefits the scientific community because it allows students in 
STEM fields to design, build, and learn various life long skills such as data collection, 
analysis, and engineering techniques from an experiment they created. This program 
allows students to use their imagination and solve current problems and strive to find the 
next scientific breakthrough.    
 
Our scientific experiment helps the scientific community learn new ways of 
moving objects in space.  

 
We expected to find a measurable difference in velocity once sublimation of the 
naphthalene occurred on ScubeR, and an ability to observe and calculate its velocity 
using multiple ranging techniques. Further research on sublimation-based microthrusters 
can benefit the advancement of weightless, robotic assist units, and other microthruster 
applications. We hope that this technology may be a suitable alternative to liquid 
vaporization and pressurized gas thrusters for the fine motion of satellites since it is as 
easily throttleable with the potential for a higher total impulse. This would allow for the 
construction of more compact systems.      
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10.0 Lessons Learned 
 
During the course of the three-year project, we learned several valuable skills that, as 
individuals, will be useful in our future education and occupational  
careers. We learned everything from project management to research, design, and 
implementation of the experiment.  
 
Some project management skills include learning how to collaborate with one 
another face to face and remotely. Face to face meetings consisted of weekly 
meeting to update the group on the progress of the payload to construction of the 
payload. Remote collaboration consisted of using online tools to communicate. 
For example we used the Google Core Apps suite to share project information 
such as documents and photos, as well as online discussions through Google 
Groups or Google Talk. 
 
This project required us to design and build a payload from scratch. We had the 
opportunity to learn low level programing in a variation of C++ that the Arduino IDE 
uses, as well as high level programing with Python which we used to control the flight 
computer. Some other things we learned to do were to create and manipulate 3D models 
in CAD as well as 3D printer software, and to create electrical schematics for printed 
circuit boards. 
 
As a team we were also responsible for creating presentations of our progress, and 
presenting progress to both HSGC (Hawaii Space Grant Symposium) and COSGC 
(COlorado Space Grant Consortium). These presentations helped us develop our public 
speaking skills. In June  2017, while at Wallops Environmental Testing, we had the 
opportunity to give a short presentation to the Rock-On students, and present a program 
poster (Appendix F).           
 
Valuable skills learned during the project included editing code, soldering, and designing 
printed circuits boards. A lot of the learning came from working with all these things 
individually at a time and mastering it day by day. Multiple tests were conducted when 
working with the subsystems to always see if the changes we made worked to our 
expectations. A major thing to learn is knowing what parts you are using. The Data 
Controller had multiple components with different names and functions, knowing these 
parts and what they do is key to understanding how your subsystem will work and what 
you can do to make it perform the way you want to. 
 
For ScubeR, it would perhaps be an improvement to alter the V-channel to either 
more closely grip ScubeR on release, or develop another guide system in its place for the 
launch as it had caused unforeseen complications during launch.  
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The major problem we encountered during this mission was a rotation in ScubeR that was 
introduced by the stepper motor on its release. We believe that the method used to mount 
the stepper motor was not sufficient, allowing for vibrations to propagate through the 
drive thread and alter ScubeR’s trajectory. The lookback cameras were not utilized for 
duration of the mission due to a violation in the policy regarding active radio emissions 
during pre-launch. To avoid this in the future, we intend to allocate more time on 
developing code to better restrict the interval that our wife modules will be active. 

 
It was important for us to be aware of the payloads that were being done by the other 
universities since our measurements were highly dependent on the CarRoLL being as still 
as possible. Some of the other payload experiments involved erecting, or extending, large 
masses away from the CarRoLL, resulting in  significant rotation. Therefore, we needed 
to allocate a time when our payload could have the optimal setting for releasing ScubeR 
and recording distance information from our various subsystems. 

 
Most of our measurements were done by analyzing the images captured by our onboard 
cameras. The images that were retrieved contained large amounts of glare due to the high 
contrast from light hitting ScubeR and the black background of space. In the future, it 
would be worthwhile to adjust the camera settings or use the appropriate filters for better 
image capture in these conditions. 
 
Another lesson learned was that attention to the details of the documentation is key to the 
success of all of the subsystems.  During our launch we were unable to operate one of our 
subsystems due to a conflict with the operating procedures of the rocket (reference 
section 8.0). We did not realize the restriction of Wi-Fi signals before launch and because 
of this our lookback camera module was unable to power on and send data back to the 
flight computer. 
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11.0 Appendices  
  
Appendix A: PrIMEAT Test Log for FMSR tests conducted 6 May thru 17 June 2017 
 
Appendix B: Protocol for Handling PrIMEAT Pre/Post Launch August 2017 
 
Appendix C: PrIMEAT 8 August 2017 Remove Before Flight Procedures  
 
Appendix D: Koehler 46.017 Mission Timeline  
 
Appendix E: Flight Computer Event Log (raw) 
 
Appendix F: Wallops RockOn Poster-2017 UHCC presented to RockOn Students at WFF 
June 2017 during Environmental Testing week 
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Appendix A: PrIMEAT Test Log for FMSR tests conducted 6 May thru 17 June 2017 
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Appendix B:  Protocol for Handling PrIMEAT Pre/Post Launch August 2017 
 

Protocol	for	Handling	PrIMEAT	
for	Pre/Post	Launch	in	August	2017	

	
Revision	date:	18	July,	2017	
	
A.	Pre-Launch	Handling	Protocol	(Payload	Inspection)	
IMPORTANT.		.		The	following	steps	must	be	strictly	adhered	to.	Photographs	must	be	taken	
at	all	times	when	handling	the	payload	(Primary	photographer:	Will,	Secondary:	Nick).	(Ex.	
Unboxing	of	payload	on	arrival,	therefore	we	can	identify	any	shipment	problems)	
	
	
	
1. Visually	inspect	the	payload	to	make	sure	all	the	connectors	are	correctly	seated	and	

that	nothing	got	loose	during	shipment.		
2. SAFETY:	An	antistatic	wrist	strap	(ESD)	should	be	worn	at	all	times	when	handling	the	

payload	
3. In	the	case	of	damage	

a. Connectors	–	WinCC	will	be	responsible	for	making	repairs	
b. Subsystem	–	Student	team	whose	equipment	is	malfunctioning.		

4. Upon	resealing	of	PrIMEAT,	Allison	must	be	informed	that	the	housing	was	breached.	
	
B.	Pre-Launch	Inhibits	(very	last	test)	(Person,	Backup	person,	tool)	
1. Remove	ScubeR	from	drive	thread	with	a	flathead	screwdriver	so	that	the	back	can	be	

accessed.	(Cale,	Nick,	Flathead	screwdriver)	
2. Disassemble	battery	compartment	of	ScubeR	by	unscrewing	the	2	nuts	on	the	exterior	

bolts.	(Cale,	Nick,	pliers	and	flat	head	screwdriver)	
3. Install	charged	Li-Po	Batteries	for	Look-back	cameras	and	heater	coil.	(Cale,	Nick,	

none)	
4. Reassemble	battery	compartment	of	ScubeR.	(Cale,	Nick,	pliers	and	flat	head	

screwdriver)	
5. Puncture	tape	inside	of	ScubeR	nozzle.	(Cale,	Nick,	Safety	pin)	
6. Wipe	down	all	camera	Lens	(Cale,	Nick,	soft	tissue)	
7. Remove	flat	linen	cord	off	of	Heater	wire	switch	(Cale,	Nick)	—[tools:		X-Acto	knife	and	

pliers]		
8. Reinstall	ScubeR	with	Look-back	camera	onto	stepper	motor.	Ensure	that	the	pressure	

switch	is	set	to	off.	(Cale,	Nick,	flat	head	screwdriver)	
	

	
	
	
	

A. Post-Launch	Handling	Protocol	—	Decommissioning	PrIMEAT	
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Important:		After	PrIMATE's	water	recovery	and	its	subsequent	return	to	the	Project	Imua	
team,	the	Hammond®	Box	and	the	Mobius	Camera	box	will	need	to	be	opened	up	(steps	
below)	to	retrieve	Micro	SD	cards.	NOTE:	Remove	any	water	before	removing	the	
components.		Special	care	should	be	taken	to	insure	that	PrIMEAT	is	not	exposed	to	stray	
voltage,	including	electrostatic.		
	
NOTE:	There	are	a	total	of	3	Micro	SD	cards,	TWO	in	the	Mobius	camera	box	and	ONE	
in	the	Hammond®	Box.	
NOTE:	(Person,	Backup,	tool	if	applicable)	
	
			1.		All	sides	(including	bottom)	of	PrIMEAT	must	be	photographed.	(Will,	Nick)	
	
			2.		Once	disassembly	begins,	photographs	will	be	taken	at	each	stage	prior	to	any	
component	or	electronic	layer	being	disturbed	or	removed.	
	
			3.		The	WinCC	integration	team	(Cale)	present	at	the	August	launch	will	be	in	charge	of	
opening	the	housing,	draining	any	water,	disconnecting,	unmounting	and	cleaning	the	
interior	electronic	components,	removing	the	three	micro	SD	cards.	
						SAFETY:	An	antistatic	wrist	strap	(ESD)	should	be	worn.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
9. Disassembly	procedures:	

	
NOTE:	Duplicate	data	contents	as	soon	as	possible.		Also	upload	the	data	to	the	PrIMEAT	
Flight	Data	folder	located	on	Google	Drive	→	project-imua	→	imua-2016	→	PrIMEAT	Flight	
Data.	

	
a. Hammond	Box	Containing	Mobius	Camera	

i. Remove	the	Hammond	Box	lid	(side	with	the	lead	weight)	by	
removing	the	4	Phillips	screws.		

ii. Inspect	for	water	and	remove.	
	

b. Mobius	Camera	
i. Remove	Silicone	potting	material	from	the	side	where	the	USBs	are	

connected.	
ii. Remove	two	Phillips	screws.	
iii. The	lid	should	fall	off,	if	not	pry	open	with	a	flat	head	screwdriver	or	

razor	blade.	
iv. MicroSD	card	is	held	in	by	a	push-pull	mechanism	(Remove	the	two	

MicroSD	cards)	
v. If	water	has	entered	the	Mobius	Camera	housing	clean	Micro	SD	card	

with	alcohol	and	let	dry.		
	
Note:	The	MicroSD	card	for	the	video	and	photo	camera	is	a	32gig	class	
4	card.		The	photo	MicroSD	card	is	labeled	with	the	numbered	1	and	the	
video	numbered	2.	
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c. Hammond	Box	Containing	Raspberry	Pi	and	Data	Controller	
i. Remove	the	Hammond	Box	by	removing	the	4	Phillips	screws.		
ii. Inspect	for	water	and	remove.	
iii. Gently	lift	the	lid	and	remove	the	2	wires	going	to	the	external	LED	

and	the	JS-4	pin	connector	to	the	Wi-Fi	unit	attached	to	the	interior	of	
the	lid.	

iv. Grasp	2	of	the	four	posts	(with	thumb	and	index	finger)	and	gently	
pull	up	until	the	SD	card	from	the	R-Pi	can	be	removed.	

v. After	removal	of	the	SD	card,	the	interior	stack	can	be	reinserted	back	
into	the	Hammond	box.	

NOTE:	Duplicate	data	contents	as	soon	as	possible.		Also	upload	the	data	to	the	
PrIMEAT	Flight	Data	

vi. Re-insert	R-Pi	SD	card	back	into	their	original	locations	in	PrIMEAT.	
vii. Clean/replace	lid	and	re-secure	with	Phillips	screws.		

	
	
	

10. Distribution	of	PrIMEAT	components	for	transportation	back	to	Hawaii	
a. Mobius	Camera	Micro	SD	cards	(labeled	1	and	2)	will	be	given	to	the	HonCC	

team	(Will)	for	transportation	to	Hawaii.	If	water	entered	the	housing,	the	
micro	SD	card	should	be	cleaned	with	alcohol	to	remove	any	residue	of	
seawater.	Contents	of	this	card	should	be	duplicated	and	both	data	storage	
devices	stored	safely	in	separate	locations	for	return	to	Hawaii.	Also	upload	to	
data	to	the	PrIMEAT	Flight	Data	folder	located	on	Google	Drive	-->project-
imua	-->imua-2016	-->PrIMEAT	Flight	Data.	
	

b. Raspberry	Pi	card	will	not	be	reinserted	into	the	Hammond	Box,	after	data	
transfer,	and	be	transported	by	WinCC	back	to	Hawaii.		

i. The	Micro	SD	card	from	Raspberry	Pi	1	will	have	IMU	and	
Rangefinder	data	and	will	be	given	to	Windward	CC.			

ii. If	water	entered	the	housing,	the	micro	SD	card	should	be	cleaned	
with	alcohol	to	remove	any	residue	of	seawater.	Also	upload	to	data	
to	the	PrIMEAT	Flight	Data	folder	located	on	Google	Drive	-->	
project-imua	-->	imua-2017	-->	PrIMEAT	Flight	Data.	
	

c. PrIMEAT	will	be	given	to	the	WinCC	team	for	transportation	back	to	Hawaii.	A	
letter	advising	TSA	of	PrIMATE's	purpose	should	be	included	with	the	packing.	
Explanation	of	any	visible	singeing	due	to	thermal	heating	upon	re-entry	
should	also	be	noted	in	the	letter.	

	
11. Distribution	of	PrIMEAT	and	contents	after	completion	of	mission	
	

a. Upon	arrival	in	Hawaii,	PrIMEAT	should	be	immediately	returned	to	WinCC	
NASA	Flight	Training	AEL	for	further	inspection,	photography	and	removal	of	
any	remaining	payload	contents.		

b. Contents	of	PrIMEAT	will	be	distributed	as	follows:	
a. Hammond®	box	with	power	conditioning	board	will	be	returned	to	

WinCC.	
b. Mobius	Camera	and	Micro	SD	cards	will	be	returned	to	HonCC.		
c. Everything	else	will	be	left	at	WinCC	
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Appendix C: PrIMEAT 8 August 2017 Remove Before Flight Procedures 
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Appendix D: Koehler 46.017 Mission Timeline  
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Appendix E : Flight Computer Event Log (raw) 
 
bootTime,0.0681478977203,lnchTime,0.0681478977203,M,0, 
Project Imua 3 
date = Wed Nov  9 17:32:36 2016 
time_init = 1478748756.7 
 
, 
bootTime,0.0687868595123,lnchTime,0.0687868595123,M,1,Start Serial Thread, 
bootTime,0.0698459148407,lnchTime,0.0698459148407,M,2,Start prelaunch loop, 
bootTime,159.042481899,lnchTime,159.042481899,M,3,End pre launch loop, 
bootTime,159.042809963,lnchTime,1.00135803223e-05,M,4,Received Launch Trigger., 
bootTime,159.043128014,lnchTime,0.000328063964844,M,5,Start backstep loop, 
bootTime,160.543169975,lnchTime,1.50037002563,M,6,Backstep, 
bootTime,162.043174028,lnchTime,3.00037407875,M,7,Backstep, 
bootTime,163.543192863,lnchTime,4.50039291382,M,8,Backstep, 
bootTime,165.043195963,lnchTime,6.00039601326,M,9,Backstep, 
bootTime,166.543203831,lnchTime,7.50040388107,M,10,Backstep, 
bootTime,168.043213844,lnchTime,9.00041389465,M,11,Backstep, 
bootTime,169.543229818,lnchTime,10.5004298687,M,12,Backstep, 
bootTime,171.043242931,lnchTime,12.0004429817,M,13,Backstep, 
bootTime,172.543247938,lnchTime,13.5004479885,M,14,Backstep, 
bootTime,174.043249846,lnchTime,15.0004498959,M,15,Backstep, 
bootTime,175.543262005,lnchTime,16.5004620552,M,16,Backstep, 
bootTime,177.043272018,lnchTime,18.0004720688,M,17,Backstep, 
bootTime,178.543292999,lnchTime,19.5004930496,M,18,Backstep, 
bootTime,180.043298006,lnchTime,21.0004980564,M,19,Backstep, 
bootTime,181.543309927,lnchTime,22.5005099773,M,20,Backstep, 
bootTime,183.043315887,lnchTime,24.0005159378,M,21,Backstep, 
bootTime,184.543318033,lnchTime,25.5005180836,M,22,Backstep, 
bootTime,186.043332815,lnchTime,27.0005328655,M,23,Backstep, 
bootTime,187.543349028,lnchTime,28.500549078,M,24,Backstep, 
bootTime,189.043359995,lnchTime,30.0005600452,M,25,Backstep, 
bootTime,190.543370962,lnchTime,31.5005710125,M,26,Backstep, 
bootTime,192.043371916,lnchTime,33.0005719662,M,27,Backstep, 
bootTime,193.543375969,lnchTime,34.5005760193,M,28,Backstep, 
bootTime,195.043385029,lnchTime,36.0005850792,M,29,Backstep, 
bootTime,196.543392897,lnchTime,37.500592947,M,30,Backstep, 
bootTime,198.043404818,lnchTime,39.0006048679,M,31,Backstep, 
bootTime,199.543413877,lnchTime,40.5006139278,M,32,Backstep, 
bootTime,201.043429852,lnchTime,42.0006299019,M,33,Backstep, 
bootTime,202.543437958,lnchTime,43.5006380081,M,34,Backstep, 
bootTime,204.043445826,lnchTime,45.0006458759,M,35,Backstep, 
bootTime,205.543458939,lnchTime,46.500658989,M,36,Backstep, 
bootTime,207.043473959,lnchTime,48.0006740093,M,37,Backstep, 
bootTime,208.543489933,lnchTime,49.5006899834,M,38,Backstep, 
bootTime,210.043493986,lnchTime,51.0006940365,M,39,Backstep, 
bootTime,211.543496847,lnchTime,52.5006968975,M,40,Backstep, 
bootTime,213.043501854,lnchTime,54.0007019043,M,41,Backstep, 
bootTime,214.543560982,lnchTime,55.5007610321,M,42,Backstep, 
bootTime,216.043565035,lnchTime,57.0007650852,M,43,Backstep, 
bootTime,217.543570995,lnchTime,58.5007710457,M,44,Backstep, 
bootTime,219.043573856,lnchTime,60.0007739067,M,45,Backstep, 
bootTime,220.543593884,lnchTime,61.5007939339,M,46,Backstep, 
bootTime,222.043609858,lnchTime,63.0008099079,M,47,Backstep, 
bootTime,223.043135881,lnchTime,64.0003359318,M,48,End backstep loop, 
bootTime,263.043677807,lnchTime,104.000877857,M,49,Start launch loop, 
bootTime,271.047214031,lnchTime,112.004414082,M,50,End launch loop, 
bootTime,271.047509909,lnchTime,112.004709959,M,51,Main Thread End, 
bootTime,271.047715902,lnchTime,112.004915953,M,52,Cleanup finished., 
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Appendix F:  Wallops RockOn Poster-2017 UHCC presented to RockOn Students at 
WFF June 2017 during Environmental Testing week 
 

 


